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What is in the Exam?  

This paper is 1 hour and 45 minutes long.  

In the exam you would only get one of each question but below are some practice 

questions.  

The exam has two section:  

Section A asks you to read and analyse a text. (40 Marks overall) 

Question 1- Identifying information (4 marks)   

Question 2- Analysing language (8 marks) 

Question 3- Analysing Structure (8 marks)  

Question 4- Evaluating a statement (20 marks)  

Section B asks you to do a piece of creative writing (this will either be a narrative or a 

descriptive piece).  

Question 5- Descriptive or narrative writing (40 marks)  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Snow Child- Question 1 Example Questions:  

Question 1 

Read lines 12 to 19 of the source. 

List four things from this part of the text about the baby. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

[4 marks] 

Question 1: 

Read lines 21 to 26 of the source. 

List 4 things from this part of the text about the setting.  

1.  

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

 

Question 1:  

Read lines 27 to 34 of the source.  

List 4 things from this part of the text about Mabel.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Tips for Question 1:  

 The information must be 

taken from the correct 

lines.  

 Read the question 

carefully you must write 

about what the question 

asks you to.  



 

The Snow Child- Question 2 Example Questions:  

 

Question 2:  

Look in detail at this extract from lines 1 to 12 of the source.  

How does the writer use language to describe the setting?  

You could include the writer’s choice of:  

• words and phrases  

• language features and techniques  

• sentence forms  

[8 marks] 

 

Question 2:  

Look in detail at this extract from lines 13 to 20 of the source.  

How does the writer use language to show Mable’s feelings about the baby?  

You could include the writer’s choice of:  

• words and phrases  

• language features and techniques  

• sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

Question 2:  

Look in detail at this extract from lines 22 to 29 of the source.  

How does the writer use language to show the effects of the weather?  

You could include the writer’s choice of:  

• words and phrases  

• language features and techniques  

• sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

 

 

Top Tips for Question 2:  

  You are analysing the 

writer’s use of LANGUAGE. 

Therefore, you must 

comment on the language 

technique the writer has 

used in relation to the 

question.  

 You must answer the 

question by only taking 

information from the lines 

that it asks you to. If you take 

information from anywhere 

else it will not be counted.  



 

The Snow Child- Question 3 Example Question: 

Question 3:  

You now need to think about the whole of the source.  

This text is from the opening of a novel.  

 

How has the writer structured the text to interest you as a reader?  

You could write about:  

• what the writer focuses your attention on at the beginning  

• how and why the writer changes this focus as the extract develops  

• any other structural features that interest you.    

[8 marks] 

 

  Top Tips for Question 3:  

  When we are writing about structure we are thinking about the text as a whole and how it 

changes or develops as we are reading it.  

 It does not actually have to ‘interest’ you but you do have to pick out the interesting points 

in the text (the things that stand out).  

You could comment on (Remember these are just general ideas and may not be included in all of 

the texts):  

 How does the text start? Is there anything interesting about it?  

 The use of speech for effect (effect- what thought or feeling it gives us).  

 Change of perspective (view point)/ tone/ tense. 

 Change in mood or emotion.   

 Powerful language for effect.  

 Repetition  

 Juxtaposition  

 The ending (is there a cliff hanger?). Are the problems resolved?  

 Does the tension rise?  

 Can you say anything about the sentence structures? 

 Has the writer used paragraphs for an effect?  

 What tense is it in? (Past/present/future) 



The Snow Child- Question 4 Example Question: 

Question 4: 

Focus this part of your answer on the second half of the source, from line 14 

to the end. 

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys Mabel’s sadness about 

losing her baby”  

To what extent do you agree?  

  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks]  

Question 4: 

Focus this part of your answer on the second half of the source, from line 23 

to the end. 

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the darkness of the Alaskan 

winter. It is as if you are the narrator.”  

To what extent do you agree?  

 

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Tips for Question 4:  

  This question is worth 25% of the paper so read the question carefully.  

 Agree with the opinion presented in the statement.  

 You should analyse language and structure.  

 You should evaluate the writer’s techniques.  

 You should link your answer back to the statement. 



The Snow Child: 

This extract is from the opening of The Snow Child by Eowyn Ivey, a novel which was published in 2012 but set in 1920. In the novel, a woman 

named Mabel and her husband, Jack, have moved to the cold, remote Alaskan wilderness to start a new life. Wolverine River, Alaska, 1920 

Mabel had known there would be silence. That was the point, after all. No infants cooing or wailing. No neighbour children playfully hollering 

down the lane. No pad of small feet on wooden stairs worn smooth by generations, or clackety clack of toys along the kitchen floor. All those 

sounds of her failure and regret would be left behind, and in their place would be silence. 

there 

She had imagined that in the Alaska wilderness silence would be peaceful, like snow falling at night, air filled with promise but no sound, but 

that was not what she found. Instead, when she swept the plank floor, the broom bristles scritched like some sharp-toothed shrew nibbling at 

her heart. When she washed the dishes, plates and bowls clattered as if they were breaking to pieces. The only sound not of her mak¬ing was 

a sudden “caw, cawww” from outside. Mabel wrung dishwater from a rag and looked out the kitchen window in time to see a raven flapping 

its way from one leafless birch tree to another. No children chasing each other through autumn leaves, calling each other’s names. Not even a 

solitary child on a swing. 

** 

There had been the one. A tiny thing, born still and silent. Ten years past, but even now she found herself returning to the birth to touch Jack’s 

arm, stop him, reach out. She should have. She should have cupped the baby’s head in the palm of her hand and snipped a few of its tiny hairs 

to keep in a locket at her throat. She should have looked into its small face and known if it was a boy or a girl, and then stood beside Jack as he 

buried it in the Pennsylvania winter ground. She should have marked its grave. She should have allowed herself that grief. 

It was a child, after all, although it looked more like a fairy changeling. Pinched face, tiny jaw, ears that came to narrow points; that much she 

had seen and wept over because she knew she could have loved it still. 

** 

Mabel was too long at the window. The raven had since flown away above the treetops. The sun had slipped behind a mountain, and the light 

had fallen flat. The branches were bare, the grass yellowed gray. Not a single snowflake. It was as if every-thing fine and glittering had been 

ground from the world and swept away as dust. 

November was here, and it frightened her because she knew what it brought — cold upon the valley like a coming death, glacial wind through 

the cracks between the cabin logs. But most of all, darkness. Darkness so complete even the pale-lit hours would be choked. 

She entered last winter blind, not knowing what to expect in this new, hard land. Now she knew. By December, the sun would rise just before 

noon and skirt the mountaintops for a few hours of twilight before sinking again. Mabel would move in and out of sleep as she sat in a chair 

beside the woodstove. She would not pick up any of her favourite books; the pages would be lifeless. She would not draw; what would there 

be to capture in her sketchbook? Dull skies, shadowy corners. It would become harder and harder to leave the warm bed each morning. She 

would stumble about in a walking sleep, scrape together meals and drape wet laundry around the cabin. Jack would struggle to keep the 

animals alive. The days would run together, winter’s stranglehold tightening. 

All her life she had believed in something more, in the mystery that shape-shifted at the edge of her senses. It was the flutter of moth wings on 

glass and the promise of river nymphs in the dappled creek beds. It was the smell of oak trees on the summer evening she fell in love, and the 

way dawn threw itself across the cow pond and turned the water to light. 

Mabel could not remember the last time she caught such a flicker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

War Horse- Question 1 Example Questions:  

Question 1: 

Read lines 1 to 7 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the horse’s early memories.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

Question 1: 

Read lines 5 to 8 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text about the horse’s mother.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks]  

Question 1: 

Read lines 18 to 27 of the source. 

List four things from this part of the text about the horse’s owner and his friends.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks]  

  

Top Tips for Question 1:  

 The information must be taken from the 

correct lines.  

 Read the question carefully you must 

write about what the question asks you 

to.  



War Horse- Question 2 Example Questions:  

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 5 to 18 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to show us what the horse felt about being up for sale?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 17 to 29 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to show how the humans felt about the horse? 

You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks] 

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 13 to 20 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to show us how the horse felt about the humans?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks] 

 

 

  

Top Tips for Question 2:  

  You are analysing the writer’s use of 

LANGUAGE. Therefore, you must comment 

on the language technique the writer has 

used in relation to the question.  

 You must answer the question by only 

taking information from the lines that it 

asks you to. If you take information from 

anywhere else it will not be counted.  



War Horse- Question 3 Example Question: 

Question 3: 

You now need to think about the whole of the source.  

 

How has the writer structured the text to interest you as a reader?  

You could write about:  

• what the writer focuses your attention on at the beginning  

• how and why the writer changes this focus as the extract develops  

• any other structural features that interest you.    

[8 marks] 

  

Top Tips for Question 3:  

  When we are writing about structure we are thinking about the text as a whole and how it 

changes or develops as we are reading it.  

 It does not actually have to ‘interest’ you but you do have to pick out the interesting points 

in the text (the things that stand out).  

You could comment on (Remember these are just general ideas and may not be included in all of 

the texts):  

 How does the text start? Is there anything interesting about it?  

 The use of speech for effect (effect- what thought or feeling it gives us).  

 Change of perspective (view point)/ tone/ tense. 

 Change in mood or emotion.   

 Powerful language for effect.  

 Repetition  

 Juxtaposition  

 The ending (is there a cliff hanger?). Are the problems resolved?  

 Does the tension rise?  

 Can you say anything about the sentence structures? 

 Has the writer used paragraphs for an effect?  

 What tense is it in? (Past/present/future) 



War Horse- Question 4 Example Questions: 

Question 4: 

Focus this part of your answer on the first half of the source, from lines 4 to 12.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the suffering that the horse 

faces”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 

  

Question 4:  

Focus this part of your answer on the second half of the source, from lines 17 to the end of the text.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the harshness of human 

nature.”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 

  

Top Tips for Question 4:  

  This question is worth 25% of the paper so read the question carefully.  

 Agree with the opinion presented in the statement.  

 You should analyse language and structure.  

 You should evaluate the writer’s techniques.  

 You should link your answer back to the statement. 



War Horse: 

The novel is about a horse’s life from his early years being trained to work on a farm to his experiences in war. 

My earliest memories are a confusion of hilly fields and dark, damp stables, and rats that scampered along the beams above my 

head. But I remember well enough the day of the horse sale. The terror of it stayed with me all my life.  

I was not yet six months old, a gangling, leggy colt who had never been further than a few feet from his mother. We were parted 

that day in the terrible hubbub of the auction ring and I was never to see her again. She was a fine working farm horse, getting 

on in years but with all the strength and stamina of an Irish draught horse quite evident in her fore and hind quarters. She was 

sold within minutes, and before I could follow her through the gates, she was whisked out of the ring and away. But somehow I 

was more difficult to dispose of. Perhaps it was the wild look in my eye as I circled the ring in a desperate search for my mother, 

or perhaps it was that none of the farmers and gypsies there were looking for a spindly-looking half thoroughbred colt. But 

whatever the reason they were a long time haggling over how little I was worth before I heard the hammer go down and I was 

driven out through the gates and into a pen outside. 

 ‘Not bad for three guineas, is he? Are you, my little firebrand? Not bad at all.’ The voice was harsh and thick with drink, and it 

belonged quite evidently to my owner. I shall not call him my master, for only one man was ever my master. My owner had a 

rope in his hand and was clambering into the pen followed by three or four of his red-faced friends. 

Each one carried a rope. They had taken off their hats and jackets and rolled up their sleeves; and they were all laughing as they 

came towards me. I had as yet been touched by no man and backed away from them until I felt the bars of the pen behind me 

and could go no further. They seemed to lunge at me all at once, but they were slow and I managed to slip past them and into 

the middle of the pen where I turned to face them again. They had stopped laughing now. I screamed for my mother and heard 

her reply echoing in the far distance. It was towards that cry that I bolted, half charging, half jumping the rails so that I caught 

my off foreleg as I tried to clamber over and was stranded there. I was grabbed roughly by the mane and tail and felt a rope 

tighten around my neck before I was thrown to the ground and held there with a man sitting it seemed on every part of me. I 

struggled until I was weak, kicking out violently every time I felt them relax, but they were too many and too strong for me. I felt 

the halter slip over my head and tighten around my neck and face. ‘So you’re quite a fighter, are you?’ said my owner, tightening 

the rope and smiling through gritted teeth. ‘I like a fighter. But I’ll break you one way or the other. Quite the little fighting cock 

you are, but you’ll be eating out of my hand quick as a twick.’ 

  



 

The Book Thief- Question 1 Example Questions:  

Question 1: 

Read lines 1 to 11 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the setting.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

Question 1: 

Read lines 27 to 35 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the book thief.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

 

Question 1: 

Read lines 20 to the end of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the narrator.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

  

Top Tips for Question 1:  

 The information must be taken 

from the correct lines.  

 Read the question carefully you 

must write about what the 

question asks you to.  



The Book Thief- Question 2 Example Questions:  

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 1 to 10 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to describe the setting?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 27 to 43 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to show us the narrator’s interaction with the book thief?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

Question 2: 

Look in detail at the source as a whole.  

How does the writer use language here to show us the bombs going off?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Tips for Question 2:  

  You are analysing the writer’s use of LANGUAGE. Therefore, you must comment on the 

language technique the writer has used in relation to the question.  

 You must answer the question by only taking information from the lines that it asks you 

to. If you take information from anywhere else it will not be counted.  



The Book Thief- Question 3 Example Questions:  

 

Question 3: 

You now need to think about the whole of the source.  

 

How has the writer structured the text to interest you as a reader?  

You could write about:  

• what the writer focuses your attention on at the beginning  

• how and why the writer changes this focus as the extract develops  

• any other structural features that interest you.    

[8 marks] 

 

  

Top Tips for Question 3:  

  When we are writing about structure we are thinking about the text as a whole and how it 

changes or develops as we are reading it.  

 It does not actually have to ‘interest’ you but you do have to pick out the interesting points 

in the text (the things that stand out).  

You could comment on (Remember these are just general ideas and may not be included in all of 

the texts):  

 How does the text start? Is there anything interesting about it?  

 The use of speech for effect (effect- what thought or feeling it gives us).  

 Change of perspective (view point)/ tone/ tense. 

 Change in mood or emotion.   

 Powerful language for effect.  

 Repetition  

 Juxtaposition  

 The ending (is there a cliff hanger?). Are the problems resolved?  

 Does the tension rise?  

 Can you say anything about the sentence structures? 

 Has the writer used paragraphs for an effect?  

 What tense is it in? (Past/present/future) 



The Book Thief- Question 4 Example Questions: 

Question 4: 

Focus this part of your answer on the first half of the source, from lines 1 to 14.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the devastation of the 

setting”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 

Question 4: 

Focus this part of your answer on the second half of the source, from lines 27 to 43.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys narrators sympathy and 

sorrow”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 

Question 4: 

Focus this part of your answer on the second half of the source, from lines 20 to 30.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the devastation of the 

setting”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 
Top Tips for Question 4:  

  This question is worth 25% of the paper so read the question carefully.  

 Agree with the opinion presented in the statement.  

 You should analyse language and structure.  

 You should evaluate the writer’s techniques.  

 You should link your answer back to the statement. 



The Book Thief: 

This is an extract from The Book Thief. Death is remembering when he saw a girl during a bombing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

Whispers in the Graveyard- Question 1 Example Questions:  

Question 1: 

Read lines 1 to 8 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the setting.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

 

Question 1: 

Read lines 10 to 18 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the narrator.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

 

Question 1: 

Read lines 10 to 18 of the source.  

List four things from this part of the text that we learn about the narrator’s feelings.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

[4 marks] 

 

 

 

Top Tips for Question 1:  

 The information must be taken 

from the correct lines.  

 Read the question carefully 

you must write about what the 

question asks you to.  



Whispers in the Graveyard- Question 2 Example Questions: 

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 1 to 10 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to show the setting?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 10 to 18 of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to show the character’s feelings?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

Question 2: 

Look in detail at this extract from lines 1 to 10  of the source.  

How does the writer use language here to build tension?  

 You could include the writer’s choice of:  

 words and phrases  

 language features and techniques  

 sentence forms  

[8 marks]  

 

 

 

 

 

Top Tips for Question 2:  

  You are analysing the writer’s use of LANGUAGE. Therefore, you must comment on the 

language technique the writer has used in relation to the question.  

 You must answer the question by only taking information from the lines that it asks you 

to. If you take information from anywhere else it will not be counted.  



 

Whispers in the Graveyard- Question 3 Example Questions: 

Question 3: 

You now need to think about the whole of the source.  

 

How has the writer structured the text to interest you as a reader?  

You could write about:  

• what the writer focuses your attention on at the beginning  

• how and why the writer changes this focus as the extract develops  

• any other structural features that interest you.    

[8 marks] 

 

  

Top Tips for Question 3:  

  When we are writing about structure we are thinking about the text as a whole and how it 

changes or develops as we are reading it.  

 It does not actually have to ‘interest’ you but you do have to pick out the interesting points 

in the text (the things that stand out).  

You could comment on (Remember these are just general ideas and may not be included in all of 

the texts):  

 How does the text start? Is there anything interesting about it?  

 The use of speech for effect (effect- what thought or feeling it gives us).  

 Change of perspective (view point)/ tone/ tense. 

 Change in mood or emotion.   

 Powerful language for effect.  

 Repetition  

 Juxtaposition  

 The ending (is there a cliff hanger?). Are the problems resolved?  

 Does the tension rise?  

 Can you say anything about the sentence structures? 

 Has the writer used paragraphs for an effect?  

 What tense is it in? (Past/present/future) 



Whispers in the Graveyard- Question 4 Example Questions: 

Question 4:  

Focus this part of your answer on the second half of the source, from lines 10 to the end of the text.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the narrator’s fear.”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 

Question 4:  

Focus this part of your answer on the source as a whole.  

A student, having read this section of the text said: “The writer vividly conveys the harshness of the 

setting”  

In your response, you should:  

• write about your own impressions of what the narrator sees  

• evaluate how the writer has created these impressions  

• support your opinions with quotations from the text.  

[20 marks] 

  

Top Tips for Question 4:  

  This question is worth 25% of the paper so read the question carefully.  

 Agree with the opinion presented in the statement.  

 You should analyse language and structure.  

 You should evaluate the writer’s techniques.  

 You should link your answer back to the statement. 



 

 

Whispers in the Graveyard: 

I’m running. My chest is tight and sore. Breath rasping and whistling in my lungs. Branches whip against my face. Brambles tear 

at my legs and arms. There is a voice screaming. Out loud. The sound ripping through the trees, screaming and screaming.  

It’s my voice. 

‘Amy! Amy!’    

Now I’m back at the back stream and the solid wooden fencing has been torn aside. Blasted apart as if some careless giant had 

passed by and trodden on it. I stare at the wood, not splintered or broken, but melted. Dissolved and warped. Curled aside to 

make a small space. Space enough for a child to walk through. What could do that? What power is there that would leave that 

mark? I hesitate, feeling the first great lurch of fear for myself.  

‘Amy?’ I cry out.  

Nothing. Beyond me the gaping dark of the cemetery.  There is a soft shudder in my head. A strange flicker which fastens on my 

fear. Nothing calling for me this time. No whispers in my face tonight. Why? Because Amy is in there. With one child captive, 

there is no need for two. Desperate, I hurl myself at the open space and barbed wire comes up to meet me, scratching through 

my skin, dragging at my clothes to pull me back. The thick bristles are embedded in my jacket and I am caught fast, struggling on 

the ground. Frantically, I unzip the front of my jacket, and draw out my arms. I leave it there and  Scramble forwards to the foot 

of the stream. Blood on my hands and fingernails, I scramble to the top. Then I leap over and sink down knee-deep on the other 

side, my legs heavy with clogged and slimy liquid. I raise one foot, looking down, expecting to see thick mud clinging there. 

Nothing. Then the next leg. Nothing. But I am sinking, the ground falling away  beneath me. I am dropping down and it will 

close over my head and suffocate me.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section B (40 Marks) 

 In this section you will get two questions.  

 You only need to answer one of the questions.  

 One question will be on descriptive writing.  

 The other section will be on narrative writing.  

 

 

  



You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story that is set in a graveyard.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 
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You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story that is set at the beach.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 
 

 

  



You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 
 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story set in the future.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 
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You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story that is set at a theme park.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 
 

 

  



You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 
 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story that is set in an old town.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 

 

  



You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 

 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story about an alien invasion.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 
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You are going to enter a creative writing competition.  
Your entry will be judged by a panel of young people of your own age.  
 
Either:  
Write a description suggested by this picture: 

 

 

 
 
Or 
Write the opening part of a story where shipwreck survivors make it to a deserted island.  
(24 marks for content and organisation, 16 marks for technical accuracy) = [40 marks] 
 

 


